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The NFR versions incorporate the entire product portfolio of 

Ferrari electronic AG, allowing you to satisfy your costumers’ 

needs by offering powerful solutions.
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Product Description 

Our version for distributors (“Not For Resale“, NFR) essen-

tially forms the basis of a trustworthy partnership program 

by becoming acquainted with our product.

We constantly strive to find new distributors that are familiar 

with the OfficeMaster portfolio and enhance their customer‘s 

infrastructure with the abundance of our solutions.

For this reason, we have introduced fair product packets for 

distributors only.

How do I Apply and What is the Prerequisite to be 

Qualified for NFR?

First and foremost, you need to be a reseller with qualified com-

petences in Unified Communications or telecommunication.

Secondly, we expect you to pass a fundamental course on our 

basic products. For more details on this matter, please contact 

our Ferrari electronic staff.

Our NFR Versions

Use our NFR versions in demo- or test environments and con-

vince yourself of their versatility. You may choose from the 

following:

NFR OfficeMaster Suite (NFR.48025)

When ordered, you will receive the OfficeMaster Suite for 25 

users including the Second Service. 

Implement the OfficeMaster Suite as Unified Messaging solu-

tion which processes the services Fax, SMS and Voicemail. 

Hence, by using two concurrent lines, up to 25 users can 

utilize the OfficeMaster Suite in its full extent. An additional 

OfficeMaster connector (such as the Connector for Office 365) 

is included.

Furthermore, you are given the opportunity to test the new 

feature Next Generation Document Exchange (NGDX), which 

becomes available with the OfficeMaster release version 6.2.2.

NFR Business Appliance (NFR.30011)

Our latest hardware, the Business Appliance, is also available 

as NFR version. It consists of the same functionalities as the 

regular version. Integrate the Business Appliance into your 

network and benefit from a single-user fax and voicemail solu-

tion that also includes a CallRecording and a telephony line.

SIP CallRecording (NFR.56410)

If you, however, prefer to test CallRecording as a single ser-

vice, you may do so by ordering the SIP basic license in its 

NFR version. Again, it comes with the same functionalities 

as the retail version. OfficeMaster CallRecording is the key 

solution for recording calls and managing them thereafter. 

Choose this NFR version to become acquainted with the 

CallRecording portfolio and essentially present it to your 

customers or even use it internally.

OfficeMaster Gate UC (NFR.22119)

The NFC version of the OfficeMaster Gate consists of the 

actual OfficeMaster Gate including four licenses for its PRI 

interfaces. By using the integrated DirectoryService, you are 

given the option to implement Drop & Insert scenarios with 

two inbound and two outbound E1 connections.

Support

Our Ferrari electronic support also covers NFR products. You 

may choose between both support versions (basic support 

product or support contract). To calculate support fees, only 

full versions are taken into consideration. Licenses with a 

limited period of time are not considered.
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